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School recess is a crucial opportunity for children to be physi-
cally active. Nevertheless, we need to understand which fac-
tors in the school playground influence children’s physical acti-
vity. 

Identifying these factors, whether they are individual, social, 
cultural, physical, organizational, political or environmental, 
can help guide future interventions for promoting active re-
cess time.

This brief provides insights from two PhD theses conducted in 
21 Danish and five New Zealand school playgrounds, involving 
10-13-year-old children (tweens). The data are based on inter-
views, observations, accelerometer, and GPS measurements.

The insights we present in this brief, are valuable for policy and 
decision makers responsible for school playgrounds, as well 
as researchers and professionals working to design and plan 
school playgrounds. 
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18 factors were identified as influencing tween’s recess physi-
cal activity. The factors are located within five layers: natural; 
political-organisational; physical; socio-cultural; and indivi-
dual.

Key message
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NATURAL 
FACTORS

POLITICAL-
ORGANISATIONAL 

FACTORS

PHYSICAL 
FACTORS

SOCIO-
CULTURAL 
FACTORS

INDIVIDUAL 
FACTORS 

gendered school culture
peer influence

conflicts

inclusion/exclusion

outdoor play policy
use of electronic devices

recess duration
organized activities

weather

bodily self-esteem
skills development

gender

space accessibility

secluded areas
age-appropriate facilities

lack of unfixed play facilities
climbing facilities

facility location
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Key take home message

The findings of various types of factors suggest implementing 
a combination of actions in the school playground, and if we 
aim to increase physical activity it is important to address fac-
tors from different layers.
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At the World Playground Research Institute we are dedicated 
to sharing valuable insights from research studies and reviews 
through concise and accessible publications called Briefs. 

Briefs provide summaries of key research findings and their 
implications, serving as valuable resource for policy and deci-
sion-makers. 

All briefs focus on topics related to the development and de-
sign of playground as well as the impact of playgrounds on 
children’s physical activity, mental and social health and mo-
tor skills. 

To access our briefs, simply visit our website at www.play-
groundresearch.org. 
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